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other end, some thousands of country parishes each organized a
free tea, at which all the separate elements in the old hierarchized
life of rural England—gentry, farmers, shopkeepers, labourers,
rich and poor, church and chapel—sat down for once in equality
together. It was the swan-song of that life before its final
break-up.
The Jubilee's main effect in politics was Imperial All the
self-governing colonies sent their prime ministers to London, and
at the suggestion of the Imperial Federation League advantage
was taken of their visit to combine them in consultation with the
heads of the home government. This 'Colonial Conference*,
though the actual decisions which it reached were not very impor-
tant, proved a great starting-point. All subsequent colonial or
imperial conferences descend from it. The metre coming together
of the empire's premiers—each not an ambassador but a prin-
cipal—evolved a new organ, and went some way to meet the
immediate need; which, as Lord Salisbury told the delegates,
was cto form neither a general Union nor a Zollverein, but a
Kricgsvcrcin—a combination for purposes of self-defence*. The
conference drew stimulus from the alarm felt by the colonies at
the new overseas ambitions of the European Powers, and also
from the growing British imperialism focused in London by
the successful Colonial and I ndian Exhibition of the previous year.
The profits from the latter went to the Imperial Institute, which
was founded in South Kensington as a national Jubilee memorial
The League just mentioned (founded in 1884) formed the chief
nursery of imperialist thought at this early stage. W. K. Forstcr
had been its first head; Lord Rosebery, W. H. Smith, Froude,
J. R. Sceley, and James Bryce were among its supporters; and
it enrolled some of the best-known colonial statesmen. But its
members could never agree on a positive policy; and in 1893 it
broke up*
It was fortunate for the Salisbury government that throughout
1887 party controversy was still dominated by Ireland. For in
this way their doubtful liberal unionist supporters, particularly
Chamberlain, were brought steadily into closer alliance* The
defeat of Parnell's Tenants* Relief Bill in the previous autumn
had been followed by renewed evictions, which Hicks Beach in
vain tried to discourage* The reply from the Irish side was the
famous *Plan of Campaign'* Circulated throughout Ireland on

